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Speech to Institute of Chartered Accountants Winter  School Victoria Falls 

19th July 2012 ““““GLOBAL SOLUTIONS IN A GLOBAL WORLD ”””” 
 
Introduction   
Good evening ladies and gentlemen, I would like to thank Dillon Kamutenga and 
all at ICAZ for the opportunity to address this gathering of the Nations finest! The 
last time I was asked to speak here was in 2006 by Canada Malunga and I think 
it is fair to say that there has been a lot of water under the bridge since then.  
 
One of my very strong beliefs is that the finest business qualification available is 
that of Chartered Accountant. There are people who might argue that I am 
playing to my audience! This is not true and many of my colleagues will tell you 
that I have always maintained this.  in my opinion the CA is one of the most well 
trained people around, having studied in most cases for seven years before he is 
allowed to join the lowest rung of the business or partnership he attaches himself 
to. Ladies and gentlemen a doctor is seven years in training and a short couple of 
years after that he is allowed to take your life in his hands! The point I am making 
is that to do things properly you need people who are properly trained. And if a 
country, organization or individual is going to succeed in a global capacity they 
have to be at least as good or preferably better than their nearest global 
competitor. 
 
One of my perceptions about us as Zimbabwean business people is that we 
seem to be overawed by our competition in the region and the world. We all know 
that if you think you are beat you are and your competition will always try and 
convince you of that fact. So for starters if we are going to be globally competitive 
let's truly believe that we have the skills and resource endowments to do so. 
 
A classic case in point is that South Africa is overrun with Zimbabwean CA's and 
finance people to the extent that even our black citizens are running up against 
BEE issue while job hunting in SA. Our accountants are the best in SA and SA is 
highly regarded in terms of global corporate governance so there is no doubt we 
have the capabilities but one of our problems in Zimbabwe is that there are far to 
many CG issues, we have the skills but we have to implement them and get the 
culture right. Global competitiveness is a cold hard fight to the death and no 
prisoners are taken, if we don't get it right someone else will! 
 
It's all about people! If we are to succeed as a na tion the only way we are 
going to do it is with people, you don't make someo ne a farmer by giving 
him a farm, you don't make someone a businessman by  giving him a 
business, you don't make someone a doctor by giving  him a stethoscope. 
We have to educate people and then further develop them by training them 
to do specific skilled jobs. If you look at the peo ple who have succeeded in 
our economy, people like Strive Masiyiwa, people li ke Shingai Mutasa they 
have one thing in common, they are all very well ed ucated. There are also 
sadly many examples of people who have acquired bus inesses and who 
have failed, the main reason for this in my view is  that they do not have the 
skills to run these businesses.  
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At the turn of the century there was much debate around the world as to who 
were the really great men of the 20th century, magazines like Time and 
Newsweek were at the forefront of this discussion and it emerged that the 
general feeling was that the three greatest men of the 20th century were Nelson 
Mandela, Mahatma Gandhi and Winston Churchill. I find it very interesting that all 
three of these men spent a lot of time in this part of Africa or in the case of 
Mandela were Africans. All three believed very strongly in certain things, all three 
challenged the status quo and all three without question changed the world. To 
me this is a very interesting phenomenon and says something about the quality 
of the people we have in our country and those around us. We do have the great 
people who do have the skills and the dynamic thinking to take us to where we 
belong in the global pecking order. In addition to that we live in the worlds best 
country with incredible resource endowments so we have no excuse for not 
succeeding! 
One thing all these three men passionately believe in is democracy. 
 
I have been asked to speak about globalization, which I think is a particularly 
pertinent issue in Zimbabwe 2012.  
 
I thought that I would start by contextualizing where we are in Zimbabwe today 
and where we have come from.  
 
I would then like to talk about Zimbabwe post dollarization in March 2009 and 
how things have unfolded since then.  
 
Finally I would like to talk about some key factors that may help us to succeed as 
a nation going forward. 
 
Looking at our country prior to dollarization it is my view that we were effectively 
under “sanctions” from 1965 – the time of UDI until March 2009 with a brief 
respite between 1992 and 1996 – the ESAP – economic structural adjustment 
program – years. From 1965 to 1980, the UDI era - the country had a completely 
closed economy and economic activity was characterized by two distinct themes; 
import substitution and hard currency generation. Almost every business at that 
time could be put into one of these categories. This type of economy is 
dominated by controls of all types, chief of which is control of hard currency and 
the exchange rate. The key to success in business was the possession of import 

licenses and there were many business “moguls” at the time whose single asset 
and competence was the possession of a license. This closed and inward looking 
economy sadly set the tone for our new Government at Independence in 1980 
who inherited this closed economy and all the young people coming into the 
economy were taught this system where forex was king and access to it made 

you wealthy regardless of business acumen. The “briefcase businessman” was in 
fashion and trade in import licenses was rampant with some people becoming 
spectacularly wealthy. A gentleman by the name of Michael Fewster may be 
remembered by some of you, he made a fortune out of trading in import licenses 
and then squandered it on racehorses and high living.  
From 1980 until 2009 our economy was effectively closed and this lead to all 
kinds of inefficiencies the biggest one in my view being the ongoing shortage of 
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capital equipment. We very seldom got new kit and had to make do with 
refurbished and sub standard second hand equipment. This had the effect of 
driving up costs of production but this was masked by the closed economy and 
price controls and the lack of imported competition, which was not there because 
of unavailability of foreign currency. These years were, with few exceptions 
characterized by fuel queues, bread shortages, inferior quality goods, years long 
waiting lists for motor vehicles, very limited holiday allowances and so on. And 
yet amazingly people still look back on these years with a certain amount of 

nostalgia because we all felt “safe” and “they” were looking after us. So to 
summarize we all lived in a controlled environment until March 2009 when we all 
of a sudden and without much warning found ourselves in what in my view is one 
of the freest economic environments in the world. At the time of dollarization you 
were legally allowed to take up to $1 million in cash out of the country at a time, 
this has since been substantially revised downwards but there are few places in 
the world with as much economic freedom as Zimbabwe today. 
 

Unfortunately due to the skewed economic policies of the “unnecessary decade” 
– 1998 to 2008 as I call it, we found ourselves in this new and free world woefully 
short of resources and with a banking system that did not have the capacity to 
finance the necessary investment. It was now that we began to feel the results of 
years of undercapitalization, lack of repairs and maintenance and failure to keep 
abreast of new technologies. We moved - if you use 2000 as a watershed year - 
from shelves full of locally produced and expensive (in real money) products to 

shelves full of globally produced world class products at the “real” price. Our local 
companies such as Cairns, Colcom, Dairibord and Olivine were, in spite of the 
excellent quality of their products unable to compete due to aged and badly 
maintained equipment and in most cases a desperate shortage of working 
capital. 
 
At this time many companies simply folded, especially the small privately owned 
businesses that did not have the financial muscle to withstand the onslaught of 
the imported competition. Simply put, many organizations were unable to adapt 
to the new realities of Zimbabwe, which, in actual fact are the new realities of the 
World from which we had been insulated for a long time.  
 
So we live in a fast changing world in the Information or Technology age, I am not 
sure if the world has decided yet what age we are in yet! But those two words are 
very important to us all in any context. The question is, how do we respond to the 
environment out there in order to succeed? 
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A few weeks ago I had the pleasure of attending a seminar led by Chantelle 
Illbury who is a Zimbabwean lady who is also one of the most highly regarded 
futurists in the world today. She does a lot of work with Clem Sunter the former 

Chairman of the Anglo American Chairman’s fund. Mr. Sunter led the team who 
produced the High Road / Low Road scenarios that helped the ANC in South 
Africa determine the strategies that have made South Africa so successful after 
independence in 1994. Chantelle teaches a process called Scenario Planning or 
Scenario Learning which is a tool that helps organizations to identify key 
uncertainties in their environments and then map out a series of possible 
“memories of the future”. These scenarios are then supplemented by a series of 
“flags” or indicators which, if they start to rise or manifest indicate that a certain 
scenario may be manifesting. As part of the seminar we were split into groups 
and asked to do scenarios for Zimbabwe for the next +- 5 years. The first point of 
interest is how impressed Chantelle was with the speed at which the audience 
picked up the technique, a great testament to the quality of our business people 
in Zimbabwe. I thought it might be interesting to share the findings of the 
exercise. 
 
We were split into four groups and asked to identify two key uncertainties with 
high impact and a low probability of happening. (If there were a high probability 
they would not be uncertainties!) It was very interesting to note that the key 
uncertainties were very common to the four groups; they were roughly as follows: 

1. Level of political harmony in the country on a continuum from internal 
conflict to internal harmony or social cohesion. 

2. Level of competitiveness of the economy from very uncompetitive to highly 
competitive.  

3. Effective resource utilization from ineffective to highly effective  
4. Level of prosperity from unprosperous to relatively prosperous 

 

After this we discussed what the “flags” might be and some of these were: 
1. Finalization and endorsement of the constitution 
2. Credible elections 
3. Significant increase in FDI 
4. Removal of sanctions 
5. Consistent policy across all areas of government and private 
6. Labour mobility, ability to hire and fire, no fire=no hire 
7. Budget deficit/surplus 
8. Raising/lowering of taxes 
9. Rise in property prices 
10. Increase in share prices 
11. Increase in employment 
12. Reduction in calls for nationalization of businesses and commodities 
13. Increase in political violence 
14. Increase in defense forces in political activity 
15. Unplanned return to the Zimbabwe Dollar 
16. Reintroduction in exchange controls and capital movement 
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COMPETITIVE ECONOMY 
POLITICAL DISHARMONY  
 
 
 
“STALEMATE” 

 
COMPETITIVE ECONOMY 
POLITICAL HARMONY  
 
 
 
“LIFT OFF” 

  
UNCOMPETITIVE ECONOMY 
POLITICAL DISHARMONY  
 
 
 
“STATUS QUO” 
 

 
UNCOMPETITIVE ECONOMY 
POLITICAL HARMONY  
 
 
 
“TIME TO MOVE” 
 

   

 
 

 
So if you took the two key uncertainties of Level of Political Harmony and Level of 
Competitiveness of the Economy you would end up with a matrix that looks 
something like this: 
 
You would then end up with the four scenarios above: 
 
1.“Status Quo” where there is political disharmony and an uncompetitive 
economy 
2. “Stalemate where you have political disharmony with a competitive economy – 
this is possibly the least likely of the scenarios  
3. “Time to Move” where there is political harmony with an uncompetitive 
economy, we are a little bit like this……relative to the unnecessary decade 
4. “Lift Off” where you have political harmony and a competitive economy, this is 
where we would all like to be but even when we get political harmony, hopefully 
soon there is going to be a lot of work needing to to get to lift of and hopefully 
then “Going Like a Boeing”! 
 
If you then took some of the “Flags” and included them in the 3 scenarios, (ignore 
the status quo) you would start to be able to paint some “memories of the future” 
and be able to make so educated forecasts on how things are turning out.  
 
In my view we are looking pretty good right now with the possibility of the New 
Constitution coming out AND it being endorsed by the people. This would 
hopefully lead to internationally recognized elections and a popularly elected 
Government to take us forward.  
 
The bottom line is that to be globally competitive we need a conducive 
environment and two key conditions for this are political harmony and at least the 
building blocks of a competitive economy. 
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Going back to Chantelle Illbury she then took us through some of the scenarios 
that she and Clem Sunter have developed and which are available on 
mindofafox.com. These were very interesting and I am sure you will enjoy looking 
at them.  
 
I would like to show you a list of factors they believe are key components of a 
winning nation: 
 
1.Good quality education;  we are still the most literate nation in Africa but we 
lost a lot of ground in the unnecessary decade and need to get that back and 
work on a system that prepares our people for the New World we find ourselves 
in. 
2. Good work ethic and high levels of entrepreneurs hip;  we are renowned as 
hard working and our entrepreneurial skills are famous 
3. High levels of Savings: a big problem for us, we have to cross this hump, a 
key factor will be to give people confidence in our banking system and believe 
their savings will be there when they want them. 
4. Good Infrastructure; 
5. Export Oriented; very few of the successful countries in the world are 
internally focused, China and Japan are the two examples that spring to mind. 
6. A Dual Logic Economy; large and small businesses existing side by side and 
complementing one another e.g. motor car component manufacturers in Japan 
and South Africa 
7. Competitive Tax Rates; a simple equation, look at the most successful 
nations in the world and you will see that they have low and uncomplicated tax 
structures 
8. A conducive environment for FDI; this is linked in many ways to 
infrastructure and tax but also has a lot to do with Government policy regarding 
foreign investors.  
9. Efficient Government: this means no graft, no corruption and civil servants 
hired to DO STUFF! In countries like Australia civil servants are well paid and 
they do a great job and they are regularly assessed and they can be fired for non 
or under performance! 
 
So, thanks to Chantelle for those, I think there is in many ways a common theme 
running through this whole idea of Global Competitiveness and that is doing 
things WELL and doing them RIGHT.  
 
This then leads to the most important issue of Corp orate Governance.  
 
There is no doubt that good CG at the business and government levels of society 
is absolutely key to success. There is an absolute correlation between levels and 
quality of CG and the success of nations. To reinforce this I have borrowed an 
article on Georgia in the former USSR from Renaissance Asset Managers: if I 
may I would like to read it to you; 
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ENVELOPES: Plamen Monovski, CIO Renaissance Asset Managers 
When the prime minister comes to sell you an IPO, you, the investor, take the 
meeting. When that prime minister turns up with no bodyguards and shows 
remarkable knowledge of the company he is promoting, you, the investor, take 
notice. When Nika Gilauri, the premier of Georgia, tells you that the prosperity of 

his country has been achieved because it has become one of the “least corrupt” 
countries in the world, you, the investor, take note. 
 

But it wasn’t always like that. After the demise of the USSR, Georgia was not only 
one of the most corrupt of the former-Soviet republics; it was one of the most 
corrupt countries in the world. Bribe-to-drive was the norm; police stopped cars at 

least twice an hour to extort a non-trivial sum of money (rings a bell doesn ’’’’t it!).   
 

The then-interior minister infamously quipped: “Give me petrol only. My people 

will take care of their own salaries.” Being a traffic cop was so lucrative that you 
had to pay a bribe of between $2,000 and $20,000 to get the job in the first place. 
Graft was endemic. Georgians passed more envelopes to bent officials than the 
post office does letters. Meanwhile the economy crumbled and the state was left 
bankrupt and powerless. It is interesting to note that our AG was recently quoted 
as saying that our cops are corrupt because they don't earn enough, as if it was 
OK! 
 
The election of Mikhail Saakashvili changed everything. A bold reformer, he was 

swept to power in the “Rose Revolution” at the end of 2003 by the overwhelming 
desire for radical change. His closely-knit team is unified by a common vision and 
supported by a compliant parliament and judiciary. 
 

The new government wasn’t just radical - it shocked and awed. Ministers, 
oligarchs and officials were sacked or arrested. Those who resisted were dealt 
with decisively, sometimes brutally. The state confiscated $1bn worth of property. 
Custom officials bore collective responsibility; an entire shift would be punished if 
one officer were caught accepting bribes. Corrupt professors were kicked out with 

a lifetime ban from academia. But the piece de la resistance was Saakashvili’s 
order to sack the entire 16,000-strong police force on a single day, to replace 
them with some of the best and brightest university graduates. Today, Georgia 
ranks alongside Finland as having the least corrupt police force in the world and 
their standout uniforms are rumored to have been designed by Armani. 
 
The campaign expanded irresistibly. Tax offices were equipped with CCTV; 
university exam papers were printed in the UK and held in bank vaults until 
needed; and officials were constantly tested in sting operations. The proactive 
assault on graft was accompanied by a PR campaign to undermine respect for 
criminal groups and introduce respect for the law. 
 
The campaign then turned to the sectors. First up was the power sector that was 
widely used as a cash cow for well-connected oligarchs. In less than a year, 
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Georgia went from net importer to exporter of electricity and the sector became 
the target of long-term foreign investment. Our country has incredible 
resources in the form of HEP sites, coal and gas th at could easily make us 
power exporters. 
 

Tax collection followed. Georgia’s tax base consisted of just 80,000 companies in 
2003 and tax collection was a mere 12% of GDP. Saakashvili slashed red tape 
and introduced flat personal and corporate taxes. Eight years later over 250,000 
companies are on the register, and pay the equivalent of 25% of GDP. Georgia 
now boasts one of the most liberal tax regimes in the world, on par with the Gulf 
States and Hong Kong. 
 
Lastly came deregulation, with many rules and agencies simply abolished, 
removing channels of corruption in the process. Among other things, car 
registration became so easy that used cars became the largest export item in 

2011. Georgia moved swiftly from the bottom of the World Bank’s Doing Business 
ranking (112) into the top 20 (16) by 2012. Foreign investment followed and 
fuelled a multi-year surge. 
 
But perhaps, the most lucrative Georgian export would be the fight against 

corruption itself – from which many states mired in graft could benefit. The 
Georgians patented a process whose steps are replicable: establish early reform 
credibility by radical action, launch a frontal assault excluding no sacred cows, 
attract new blood, limit the role of the state via privatization and deregulation, use 
technology and communication to maximum effect, and above all, be bold and 

purposeful. Georgia’s close and distant neighbors should take heed. Their prime 
ministers and presidents have got their job cut out for them. 
 
29 June 2012 
 
I think this is a wonderful story and shows that it is possible to remove corruption. 
 
Chantelle then listed some of the strategies that we might employ as a nation: 
many of these are fairly obvious but I will list them as they tie in with the theme of 
my argument. 
 

• Reengage the International community 
• Educate 

• Develop infrastructure, communications – roads, railways, air links, water 
and sewage, telecommunications, postal and parcel delivery systems; 
energy; health and education systems;  

• Build both SME and corporate businesses 
• Create labor market efficiencies 
• Ensure a stable and well capitalized banking system 
• Corporate Governance 
• Democracy 
• Rationalize Civil Service including military, police and air force 
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• Fix Justice Delivery system 
• Ensure separation of Legislature, Judiciary, and Police 
• Monitor Competitiveness 

 
What I am personally most excited about is the 250 million plus people who are 
living on our doorstep and who are in the main very badly served, we need to 

move very fast to get into business “out there” because the World is very 

definitely taking notice of Africa and if we don’t get busy someone else will. 
 
So to summarize: 
 

• We are not currently in a great situation; we are living in an uncompetitive 
economy with political disharmony. 

• There is hope on the political front, starting with the finalization of the 
constitution. 

• We have a fantastic country endowed with incredible natural resources the 
most important of which is our people 

• We have to educate them and then free them to unleash their talents 
• A conducive environment for both local and foreign investment must be 

created 
• Government needs to manage its self like a business and focus on 

infrastructure, we need to glamorize the civil service and make it a 
performance managed organization 

• We have no choice but to produce the best goods and services at the best 
prices 

• We must find a way to ensure that cheap capital is available to businesses 
of all sizes 

• We have to be selective in what we do, only play where we can win 
 
There is a lot of good stuff going on: 

• Old Mutual Youth Unemployment scheme, lots of great ideas 
coming out e.g. iPads in Chitunqwiza 

• Paramount Garments being exported to W Europe and competing 
on quality 

• JW Wilson exporting furniture to the USA 
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RAMpage      13 July 2012 

  

Peering into the shadows  

  

  Kirill Goryachikh, Equity Analyst at Renaissance Asset Managers 

  
  

Stuck in a Moscow traffic jam surrounded by Porsches and Bentleys, I opened the newspaper 
and came across this item: “Average salary in Moscow approaches RUB42,000 ($1,300) per 
month”. Looking out the window at the cars, not surprisingly I didn’t feel at all average. Sky-high 
real estate prices, fancy restaurants packed to the gills and decadent nightclubs brimming with 
conspicuous consumption suggest something is missing in this calculation of Russia’s “average” 
salary.    
 

As a Russian citizen, I wondered: “How much money is in fact hidden and what are people really 
earning?” Then as an investor, I asked the other obvious question: “How can I benefit from it?” 
Estimates of the value of the global shadow economy run into the trillions, ranging from 9-10% of 
GDP in the UK, the US and Switzerland, to more than 40% in many Emerging Markets (EM), 
according to management consultants A.T. Kearney (see graph below). And as the global 
economy slows, more business is being pushed into the shadows. The upshot is that to make 
sound investment decisions, the investor needs to have a good grasp of the shadow economy 
and its effects - both positive and negative. 
  

 

 
Unsustainable growth models, corruption and bad corporate governance all spring to mind when 
talking about the shadow economy and consequently EM, and are a big reason why so many EM 
stock markets trade at a substantial discount to developed market peers. 
However, as always, first impressions are superficial. Companies can not only benefit from this 
kind of environment, but also maintain a high level of corporate governance in a less-than-perfect 
economy. While exporters are often politically connected, state owned or heavily regulated, 
companies catering to domestic demand are less exposed to these risks and therefore often have 
strong corporate governance and attractive growth models. 
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And not all sectors are affected equally: no matter how businesspeople come by their money, 
they all need goods and services. Receiving your pay in a brown envelope may jip the 
government out of some of its tax take, but the extra cash ends up in the real economy. 
Moreover, the “easy come, easy go” aura that surrounds “grey money” makes it easier to spend, 
as people prefer to hold something tangible like a nice car or apartment. 
 

There is obviously a lot of cheating in Russia. Back-of-the-envelope calculations, totting up rent 
and average size of restaurant bills, suggest real incomes in Moscow, Istanbul and Warsaw are 
close to what people earn in London, Paris and Berlin. 
 

Rents in Moscow average about $1,300-1,500 per month and the bill in an average cafe is 
between $20 and $30. London rents are slightly higher at $1,500-1,700 per month, while the cost 
of an average dinner is the same as in Moscow, according to rman.co.uk, irn.ru and RAM 
estimates. 
 

Markets in Emerging Europe are not yet saturated and thanks to the low level of competition there 
are multifarious opportunities for domestically oriented companies to capitalize on. For example, 
Russia has just 25 square metres (sqm) of accommodation per capita against 40-50 sqm in 
developed markets, and 0.25 cars per capita versus 0.5-0.6 in the West. Organized retail’s share 
of total retail sales in EM is just over 30%, less than half that of developed markets, according to 
PIK Group, Troika Dialog, Otkritie Research and RAM estimates. 
 

Despite the widespread belief a big shadow economy negatively affects equities’ valuations, the 
domestically oriented companies actually benefit from the extra cash in the system. Not 
surprisingly, many EM retailers are booming, resulting in a rally in their share prices. And this 
story is far from over. There are still many companies in the EM universe well positioned for 
growth, well managed and cheap, thus well positioned to experience the same rally. Add to this 
the economic and political reforms the crisis has forced on many governments, and the grey 
economy is becoming whiter. The multiples that companies trade at will only increase as this 
process unfolds. Unfortunately, this probably means the traffic jams will get worse too. 
  
 


